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Abstract. Let G be an amenable locally compact group and

5 an open subsemigroup of G. It is shown that 5 is amenable if,

and only if, the right ideals of 5 have the finite intersection

property.

Let 5 be a topological semigroup, i.e., 5 is a semigroup with a

Hausdorff topology such that the mapping (s, t)—*st of SXS into 5

is continuous. Let A" be a closed subspace of B(S), the space of all

bounded real-valued functions on 5 equipped with the sup norm.

Suppose also that X contains the constant functions. An element n

of X* is a mean if ||/x|| =1 = /x(ls), where 1a(s) = 1 for each s in A, and

zero otherwise. For each i in S define the operator ls on B(G) by

(lj)(s') =f(ss') for each /in B(G) and s' in 5. If X is invariant with

respect to each (s, then I,, the adjoint of l„ maps X* into itself. If

this is the case, a mean in X* is said to be left invariant (ji is a LIM)

if ls n =/i for each 5 in 5.

A function/ in B(S) is left uniformly continuous if/ is continuous

and whenever s«—«o, sa, s0 in S; ||l«a/— Lo/|| —*0- Let LUC(S) denote

the set of all left uniformly continuous functions on .S. LUC(S) is a

closed subspace of B(S) (Namioka [6]). 5 is said to be amenable if

there is a LIM in LUC(S)*.

If 5 is a locally compact group then the space Lm(S) of essentially

bounded Borel measurable functions, defined as in Greenleaf, [3],

has an important role. Means on L°°(S) are defined relative to the ess

sup norm and the operators (,, s in 5, are defined similarly to the pre-

ceding. It is well known that if 5 is a locally compact group, the exist-

ence of a LIM in LUC(5)* is equivalent to the existence of a LIM

in LX(S)* (Greenleaf, [3]).

In [2], Frey proved that a subsemigroup S, of an amenable dis-

crete group is amenable if, and only if, the right ideals of 5 have the

finite intersection property.   More recently,  Wilde and  Witz   [7]
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proved a similar result for subsemigroup 5 of an amenable discrete

semigroup with cancellation. In this paper we make use of some tech-

niques of Wilde and Witz to prove the following theorem:

Theorem A. If G is an amenable locally compact group and S is an

open subsemigroup of G, then the following are equivalent:

(i) S is amenable.

(ii)  The open right ideals of S have the finite intersection property.

It should be noted that condition (ii) of Theorem A is essential.

Hochster [5] has presented an example of an amenable discrete

group with a nonamenable subsemigroup.

The following ideas will be used repeatedly throughout this paper.

If m£LUC(5)* and /£LUC(5), then the function h(s)=tx((sf) is
in LUC(S) (Namioka [6]). Thus for ju, v in LUC(5)*, the Arens prod-

uct (xbv, defined by fiBv(f) =n(h), where h(s) =v((sf), is in LUC(5)*.

Furthermore, the set of means on LUC(S), M(S), is a semigroup with

respect to the Arens product. If ju is a LIM and vEM(S) then

jthm=M- (For this and other properties of the Arens product see

Day [1].)

Let q be the evaluation map of S into M(S), i.e. q(s)(f) =f(s) for

each 5 in S and / in LUC (S). q is a homomorphism and the convex

hull of q(S) is weak*-dense in M(S). For A £5, K(A) will denote the

w*-closed convex hull of q(A).

Define the kernel of M(S), ker(M(S)), to be the smallest weak*-

closed two-sided ideal of M(S). Since M(S) is weak*-compact,

ker(M(5))^0. Also, if L(S) is the set of LIM on LUC(S) then
7,(5) ?*0 if, and only if, ker(M(S))=L(S), and in this case 7,(5) is
the smallest closed right ideal of M(S). (For this result see Witz

[8]-)
The following lemmas are required for proving Theorem A. The

first is a generalization of a theorem of Day [l].

Lemma 1. Let G be a locally compact amenable group, and suppose

that 5 is a Borel measurable subsemigroup of G. If there is a LIM ju

on LK(G) such that ju(ls) >0 then S is amenable.

Proof. Let tt:LUC(5)—>7,°°(G) be the canonical embedding, i.e.

^(/)(g) =/(g) if g£5 and zero otherwise. The fact that tt(/)£7,m(G)

is an immediate consequence of 5 being a Borel set. Let ir*

be the adjoint of it, a=/i(ls)_1, and X=a7r*(ju). First note that

\EM(S) since X(ls) =air*(f*)(ls) =aM(7r(ls)) =a/i(ls) =1, and since

X is positive. Now, let/ be in LUC(5), / be in 5, and define g(s)

= T(ttf)(s)—tt(Trf)(s)   for  each  5   in   G.   Then   g=g\E   where   E
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=tr1S~S. One can easily show that for each /' in S, at most one of

the elements \t't':j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } is in E. Hence for each positive

integer n,

n

£ CAbW) ̂  1,

for each /' in S. Since E is measurable, \eEL*°(G), and «ju(lE)

= M(£?-i^0ljsr)^/*(la) <°°- ThusM(lfi)=0,andso|;u(g)| =|ju(gl*)|

= M(||g||ljB) =0. Therefore, for each/in LUC(S) and / in S,

X(Csf) = «i*MV) = M*(f.f)) = «/*('.(""/)) = «/«W) = X(/).

Hence, \EL(S).

Lemma 2. Ze/ G be a locally compact amenable group, and S an open

subsemigroup of G. If there is a LIM n on LUC(G) such that n is in

K(S), then S is amenable.

Proof. Suppose such a ju is given. Let U be a compact subset of

5_l such that the left Haar measure of U, | U\, is positive. Let 4>v

be the normalized (relative to the L'-norm) characteristic function

of U. For each/ in Lm(G) the convolutions 4>v*f and f*4>u are defined

by

4>u*f(s) = J<pv(t)f(trh)dt

and

f*<Pv(s) = f f(l)<t>u(l-ls)dl

where dt is the left Haar measure on G. (Note that the definition of

f*4>u is dependent on the compactness of U.) It is easily seen that

for each/ in LX(G), 4>u*f*<Pv is uniformly continuous (both right and

left). By restriction, /x is a LIM on the bounded uniformly continuous

functions. By a standard argument (see Greenleaf [3, p. 28]), if

m(/) = n(<t>u*f*<Pu) for each / in LK(G), then aft is a LIM on LX(G),

where a= | U\/\ U~l\.

Now, if sES, then

UHvis) = J* UiOMt-^dt = J 4>u(t-'s)dt = \U\~X\ sU-iC\S\.

Hence
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[*./*(WtOK*) = J<i>v(t)(| u\-i\t-isu-ir\s\)dt

= | u\-2 f I t-hu-1 r\ S \ dl.
J u

Since tZ-^5, |r15c7-in5| =| l7-»| for each / in O. Thus <pu*f*4>v(s)

= a_1 for each s in 5.

Finally, since nEK(S), p(ls) =an((j)u*f*4>u) =1- An application

of Lemma l establishes the result.

We are now able to prove Theorem A.

Proof (Theorem A). (ii)=>(i). Let 77 be the subgroup of G gen-

erated by 5. 77 is open and hence amenable. In [7], Wilde and Witz

show that for each h in H, hSl~\S is a right ideal of 5. Since hSC\S is

open for each h in H, \hSr\S:hEH\ has the finite intersection

property; hence also {q(hSr\S)~:hEH\ where A~ denotes the w*-

closure of any set A Cm* (H). Set E = f]{q(hSr\S)~:hEH}. By the

w*-compactness of M(H), E^0, and E Qq(S)~. One can easily

show that £ is a left ideal of q(H)~, (with the Arens product), and

hence, K(E) is a left ideal of M(H). Therefore, K(E)(~\L(H) =K(E)

r\ker(M(H)) Dker(M(H))BK(E)^0. Lemma 2 now applies.

(i)=*(ii). Suppose 7, J are open disjoint right ideals of 5. Define

$u as in the proof of Lemma 2. Consider the functions lj, 1/ as ele-

ments of 7,°°(G). Then

lr * $u(s) =   f h(t)ViJ(trls)dt =   f 3>v(s-H)dt = | f/|-i \ sU C\ l\  =1

for each 5 in 7. Similarly, lj*&ft(s) = l for each 5 in J. Also,

(U*®v)\s and (1/*4>e0is are in LUC(5), and [(li + lj)*$v]\s

g(ls*$sOis = ls. Hence, if nEK(I)f~\K(J) then

1 = utts) ^ ni[U**sh) + K[1j**v]\s) = 2.

Thus K(I)C\K(J) = 0 if ir\J=0. But, since 5 is amenable,

L(S) =ker(M(S)) is the smallest closed right ideal of il7(5), and thus

K(I)C\K(J)DL(S)^0. This contradiction shows that (i)=»(ii).
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